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CONFERENCE PROGRAM
MALMÖ • SWEDEN • 12–15 SEPTEMBER 2018 • MALMÖ LIVE

LIGHTING METROPOLIS PRESENTS

International Conference & Living Lab Tour 12–15 September
Greater Copenhagen is one of the world’s leading regions in developing
and demonstrating innovative lighting solutions through unique
collaboration. With the project Lighting Metropolis we have now turned
the whole region into a living lab for intelligent lighting, which will
officially open this September – and you’re invited.
Lighting Metropolis is a unique eco system for innovative collaboration,
with some 30 demonstration projects to show for it. This conference
event gives you the opportunity to explore the living lab as well as join
colleagues for talks, presentations, seminars, workshops across a wide range
of topics, from biological lighting – with insights from real cases on how
this new knowledge can be applied in hospitals, learning environments
and psychiatric clinics, to the latest research on flicker from LED and the
development of flicker free luminaires, and best-practise solutions for how
to use sensors and LED-technology to create interactive solutions for safer
school routes, increased health – and, not least, how to evaluate the data
from the sensors.
Join industry leaders, visionary cities and cutting edge researchers for a
unique lighting event in Greater Copenhagen.
Main Organisers: City of Malmö, Gate 21 & Innovation Skåne
Registration opens in May.
For more information, including registration, conference fees, related events
and more, please visit Lightingmetropolis.com & 12DaysofLight.com

THE GATEWAY TO GREEN GROWTH

LIGHTING METROPOLIS PRESENTS

FRIDAY 14 SEPTEMBER
Please note that the Friday morning & afternoon seminars
are identical, allowing you to choose between three parallel
alternative activities: Seminars | Round table talks | Bus tours.

CONFERENCE • MALMÖ • SWEDEN
12–15 SEP 2018 • VENUE MALMÖ LIVE

Program overview
WEDNESDAY 12 SEPTEMBER
Parallel bus tours, choice of one #1–#4
Departures from 16.30 to 18.30
Living lab: bus tour – outdoor lighting
#1. DOLL Living Lab
#2. Light & Art in Copenhagen
#3. Interactive urban lighting
#4. Innovative lighting in Lund

THURSDAY 13 SEPTEMBER
09.00–09.10
Welcome speech
09.10–09.30
Presentation Lighting Metropolis
09.30–10.15
Keynote #1
10.15–10.45 Coffee break
10.45–11.30
Biological lighting–effects on health & wellbeing
Care homes
Light & learning
The new neonatal
11.30 –12.00
Keynote #2
12.00–13.30 Lunch
13.30–14.45
Interactive & safety lighting in public spaces
School crossing
Interactive bicycle lane
Brighter Brunnshög place branding
Green bicycle path
14.45–15.15 Coffee break
15.15–16.00
Keynote #3
16.00–16.10
End of sessions

Morning parallel sessions 09.00–12.00
09.00–09.40
The lighting revolution in Greater Copenhagen
09.40–10.15
Public private innovation – A new way of making
innovative lighting solutions for the citizens
09.00–10.15
Round table talks – topics hosted by industry leaders
10.15–10.45 Coffee break
10.45–11.30
Light & Art
11.30–12.00
New research in public lighting
10.45–12.00
Round table talks – topics hosted by industry leaders
Morning bus tour
08.30–12.00
#5. Living lab tour – indoor lighting
Biological lighting in psychiatry, elderly care, office and
school
Lunch 12.00–13.00
Afternoon parallel sessions 13.30–16.30
13.30–14.10
The lighting revolution in Greater Copenhagen
14.10–14.45
Public private innovation – A new way of making
innovative lighting solutions for the citizens
13.30–14.45
Round table talks – topics hosted by industry leaders
14.45–15.15 Coffee break
15.15–16.00
Light & Art
16.00–16.30
New research in public lighting
15.15–16.30
Round table talks – topics hosted by industry leaders

19.00–21.30
Conference dinner
21.30
Guided tour of Metropolis: by Light

13.00–16.00
#6. Living lab tour – indoor lighting
Lighting for office, canteen & neonatal

SATURDAY 15 SEPTEMBER
09.30–14.30
#7. Living lab: bus tour – indoor & outdoor lighting
Lighting for office, canteen, neonatal and safety

The program is subject to changes.

Afternoon bus tour
16.10–17.00
Network & exhibition

